Fresh Montgomery
EVENT SUSTAINABILITY POLICY

Fresh Montgomery’s purpose is to provide event management which follows and promotes good sustainability practice, producing where practicably a positive impact upon environmental, social and economic issues.

The scope of the Policy includes all events run by Fresh Montgomery as of July 2012. New launches and acquisitions will be included in the policy in their second edition.

We comply with all applicable legislation and regulations.

Fresh Montgomery is committed to:

- Maintaining a suitable and sufficient Sustainability Management System which demonstrates compliance with ISO20121 and provides a framework to ensure the company’s commitment to sustainability is robust.

- Regarding within its governing principals of sustainable development factors concerning stewardship, inclusivity, integrity and transparency which are outlined in the company’s statement of purpose and values

- Setting specific sustainability objectives and targets for each event (to accompany this policy)

- To measure results of objectives and targets in a Year On Year Comparison used to implement actions for continual improvement

- Allocating necessary resources to run a sustainable event

- Providing training and building competencies for responsible individuals

- Identifying and engaging with our key stakeholders on sustainability issues

Each show’s Exhibition Director is responsible for ensuring compliance with this policy and all regulations applicable to their shows.

This policy is available to all staff, clients, suppliers and other interested parties and will be reviewed annually.
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